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Executive Summary
The Denver Elections Division partnered with Voatz, Inc., Tusk Philanthropies, and the National Cyber
Security Center to pilot a blockchain-based mobile voting application for the Denver municipal election
cycle in 2019. The application was available only to voters who qualify under the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizen Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA). The goals of the pilot were to provide a more
convenient method by which military and overseas citizens could vote, and to provide a more secure
method of returning cast ballots than other electronic delivery methods available. Survey responses
showed voters overwhelmingly preferred to vote using the app than by any other means.
We also helped to develop a third-party audit tool hosted by Voatz through which election observers
could conduct an independent audit of the ballots cast through the blockchain app and verify the votes
were recorded and tabulated correctly. The audit offered observers full access to independently verify
the election outcome, and suggests the potential benefits of end-to-end verifiable elections.

Easier Access and Enhanced Security for Remote Voters
In preparing for our 2019 municipal election cycle, the Denver Elections Division sought a solution to the
unique obstacles facing overseas and active-duty military personnel and their eligible dependents. While
UOCAVA voters can access their ballot electronically through a web-based platform, this “one size fits
all” approach does not address voters’ lack of access to certain technology. Traditional electronic voting
methods require access to a printer or scanner; even if a voter is able access their ballot they face a
secondary obstacle of properly signing and returning the affidavit.
Another challenge for UOCAVA voters is ensuring their cast ballot is securely returned. Traditionally,
UOCAVA voters who opt to return their voted ballots electronically must send them as PDF attachments
to email. This is perhaps the most unsecure return method available and offers no assurance that their
ballot is counted correctly. In statewide elections, the Colorado Secretary of State hosts a secure file
transfer site for UOCAVA voters to upload their voted ballots, but this method does not resolve all
potential security risks and is not available for Denver voters in home-rule elections.
Blockchain offers enhanced security over email and other electronic methods of return. Because
blockchain is a distributed digital ledger of data transactions, mobile votes become immutable and
tamper-proof once recorded. In the unlikely chance a hacker has the money and expertise to
compromise a blockchain, its distributed nature would create so much digital noise as they move
through it that a security team would be alerted well before they reach their intended target. When
combined with the latest advances in smartphone security technology (e.g. biometrics and hardwarebased encryption for data transmission over the internet), mobile voting via blockchain is more secure
than other methods of electronic return currently available to UOCAVA voters.
Conducting the Pilot
To test the convenience to UOCAVA voters, we solicited volunteers to participate in the pilot. Voters
who signed up were added to the Voatz database and received instructions on the 45th day before the
May 7th election on how to download the mobile app and verify their identity. The identity verification
step involved inputting basic voter identifying information and taking a photo of a government-issued
photo ID, such as a driver’s license or passport. Next, they took a 10-second selfie video. The photo and
video were then used by facial recognition software hosted by Voatz that matched the voter’s photo ID
to the video. This process usually took only a few minutes, and none of the photos or videos are stored
by Voatz for longer than 24 hours.

When the facial recognition portion is finished, the voter is then able to access their ballot, mark their
selections and proceed to sign the affidavit directly on the phone’s touchscreen, effectively eliminating
the need for any secondary technology. The voter then uses their biometric fingerprint as registered in
the phone’s internal security to cast the ballot. Once a voter submits their ballot, the voter receives a
digital receipt showing his/her ballot selections. If a voter noticed something amiss, he or she could
immediately cancel the vote and receive a new ballot through traditional methods.
Our office simultaneously receives an anonymized copy of the digital receipt as well as an email
containing the signed affidavit. The UOCAVA processing team is then able to print the affidavit and
proceed with signature verification. The cast ballots are housed in a separate Voatz dashboard, only to
be accessed in bulk at the time of audit. The dashboard requires two designated users to sign-in
simultaneously to download and print the ballots directly onto ballot stock for scanning and tabulation
with all other ballots cast.

Transparency and Auditability
Following the election, the Denver Elections Division also piloted a third-party audit tool to make the
votes cast through the blockchain fully transparent and auditable. This digital bulletin board was made
available to any interested party who wanted to participate, including election observers and experts in
election administration and blockchain technology. The tool enabled auditors to verify each of the
following steps:
•
•
•

Votes recorded in the blockchain from the voter’s device;
Votes recorded on ballot images extracted from the blockchain; and
Votes recorded in the tabulation system from the cast vote record.

The data was verified against the anonymized voter-verified digital receipt. To ensure voter anonymity
during the public audit, all variable races were redacted on the digital receipts, ballot images, cast vote
record, and block explorer. Eighteen independent auditors participated in the initial audit following the
Municipal General Election. All auditors confirmed the accuracy of the cast vote record against the
voter-verified digital receipts. Recommendations were made to clarify eligible write-in votes and to
enable users to track the ballots verified as they proceed through the audit. Those changes were made
ahead of the audit for the June 4th Run-Off Election.

Results and Findings
Overall, the pilots in the Municipal General and Run-Off Elections were successful. A total of 120 voters
cast ballots using the app in the May 7th Municipal Election, and 112 voters cast ballots in the June 4th
Run-Off. This turnout was more than double the UOCAVA turnout in the 2015 Municipal Election,
suggesting that the more convenient voting method may have encouraged more voters to participate. In
surveys of voters who participated in the pilot, they unanimously stated they preferred to vote through
the mobile app over any other method of voting in the future. And the third-party audit demonstrated
successfully that the votes cast over the blockchain were recorded and tabulated accurately.
In the future, this technology holds the promise of making voting easier not only for UOCAVA voters, but
also voters with disabilities. Voatz also plans to enhance its digital bulletin board to enable voters to
verify their votes were recorded properly on the blockchain and tabulated in the elections office
accurately – offering an end-to-end verifiable election system.
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Attachment 4:
Below you’ll find a screen shot of the Audit Tool used by third party auditors to audit the voter-verified
digital receipt against the scannable ballot extracted from the blockchain.

Here also is a link to the Facebook Live Video from the May 9, 2019, Public Demonstration of the Audit
Tool:
https://www.facebook.com/DenverElections/videos/625783547868833/
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